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the right place

Self Contained is a family run business that’s been 
involved with transport logistics since 1955 and 
specifically with shipping containers since 1974. 
100% Australian owned and operated,  
Self Contained supplies new and used shipping 
containers throughout Australia.

the right product

Self Contained stocks a large range of 
customisable products including 10´, 20´ and 40´ 
containers. All Self Contained products are fully 
portable and can be delivered and installed to 
any location within Australia. 

Along with the standard generic shipping 
containers, Self Contained offers other customised 
containers to be used for the following 
applications:

– Office 
– Kitchen 
– Residential 
– Shower block 
– Toilet 
– Laundry block 
– Change rooms 
– Office or home storage

All Self Contained shipping containers are covered 
by a 12 month parts only warranty.

the right price

Over the years Self Contained has built and 
maintained strong industry relationships that now 
enable the company to provide their customers  
with the highest quality product and service at a  
very competitive price.

the right people

Self Contained has a large team of highly skilled 
assemblers, plumbers, electricians and carpenters 
who, upon delivery, can assemble or customise 
the shipping container to the customer’s specific 
requirements. Self Contained provides small 
customisation, like branding a container with the 
customer’s company logo, through to larger scale 
solutions, such as adjoining multiple containers on top 
of each other to create a larger structure and space. 

the right attitude

Self Contained is a ‘can do’ business. There’s no 
space problem too big or too small for our friendly 
Self Contained staff to solve.
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10´ low

length (external) 3m

width (external) 2.5m

height (external) 2.6m

length (internal) 2.8m

width (internal) 2.4m

height (internal) 2.4m

empty weight

max total weight

max contents weight

cubic capacity

dimensions

capacity

10´ 20´ 40´

10´ high

3m

2.5m

2.9m

2.8m

2.4m

2.7m

20´ low

6.1m

2.5m

2.6m

5.9m

2.4m

2.4m

20´ high

6.1m

2.5m

2.9m

5.9m

2.4m

2.7m

40´ low

12.2m

2.5m

2.6m

12m

2.4m

2.4m

40´ high

12.2m

2.5m

2.9m

12m

2.4m

2.7m

10´ low

1,500kg

static

static

10´ high

1,600kg

static

static

16.4m3 18.5m3

20´ low

2,400kg

24,100kg

21,700kg

20´ high

2,500kg

24,100kg

21,600kg

32.8m3 37m3

40´ low

4,000kg

30,500kg

26,500kg

40´ high

4,200kg

30,500kg

26,300kg

67.2m3 75.9m3

buy $2,100

rent (monthly) $120

$2,100

$120

$1,950

$110

$2,850

$160

$2,150

$120

$2,450

$140
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Why use shipping containers?

1. portable 
Shipping containers are easily transportable by 
land, air or sea and upon arrival can be seamlessly 
positioned by forklift, tilt truck, side loader or 
mobile crane. Additionally, by virtue of its structure, 
preparation for relocation takes almost no time at all.

2. durable 
Shipping containers are made from reinforced 
solid steel and built to survive the tough existence 
of transporting goods around the world.

3. secure 
Shipping containers come standard with industrial 
strength double swing doors that can be locked or 
welded shut upon request.

4. cost effective 
Currently the most cost effective space solution 
available on the market.

5. space efficient 
Shipping containers can be stacked on top of 
each other or side by side to create maximum 
space efficiency.


